to speak on the workshops as the poetry and fiction workshop leaders. I suggest that each of these speakers will offer insight into their own pedagogy and role as workshop leaders, and testify to the importance of the workshop to the growing mission of Callaloo as a journal, the workshop as a life changing entry point for many new writers at any age into the field of literature, and the outstanding mentorship that often times develops as a result of the Callaloo Creative Writing Workshop. We will give each speaker ten or so minutes, give or take, however long or short you feel like speaking, and after the speakers, we will exchange seats with our four respondents. So whoever wants to go kick this off.
believe about society, about each other, about how humans operate, then how do you justify the poem? So we will go through the poem and there will be an errant line in the poem that stands out for whatever reason. I often call it the sore thumb moment. And in a typical workshop, the workshop leader would say, "Well you need to get rid of this. This doesn't fit. This isn't working." And I think our philosophy is rather: there is something unique going on here where you clearly let your guard down and this is the place where we need to investigate. What happened here? How did this thing intrude upon the poem? So rather than-again, this is more towards this notion of individualism-rather than smooth the poem out, we ask the hard questions. Though I don't think people can ask at a university workshop, because they're personal. They're probing. They're revealing. And so we demand a level of trust, and I'm absolutely confident in saying we earn a level of trust in the workshops where there is no guard. Do not. Don't bring your guard in. Knowing looks from . . . The guard is the thing that prevents us, that keeps us, that separates us from our imagination. So a lot of it is trying to circumvent notions of denial and ego protection. So I will stop there with the fuzzy stuff.
FRANCIS:
What I wanted to do today and what I am going to do today are different because I realize that I am sitting here with those few I have talked to about this over the course of the last seven years and every time my colleagues speak regarding the workshop, I learn something new. My growth, my opinions expand. And so often what we do when we begin the workshop is that, the poetry workshops in particular, Gregory and I will hear each other and then we riff, right. And so just to add something to what he is saying about individualism. Yes, the term radical individualism is his . . . [Laughter] drawn from my use of the term radical normativity which I will come back to later. And I am taking radical normativity from a Polish scientist, so it's another round but I use it to discuss what's happening in African American poets right now. So I will come back to that later.
Right now in thinking about individualism and in Gregory's saying that we ask the hard questions, that we're probing, I think it's really important for two reasons. One because sometimes collectivity is the place where the poet of color hides. We're already told that the "I" is less than the "we." And we are told that, too, constantly. We are told that here and overseas. So to give you an example: in a workshop at Oxford, there were several people talking about the collective. I said to them, "But you have the right to write your I. It's ok for us to know what you actually think about this. You don't have to look over your shoulder, see what the uber culture is saying, and then adjust your thoughts." So there are a lot of little sayings that come out of the workshops and one is that "The poet is not in the rear guard. The poet is in the vanguard." So you have to take the risk of what you are thinking and also we want our students to take agency. To grow their own agency over what they are saying. Not so you can hide and you don't really have to grow yourself or your agency in the collective. You don't have to take a lot of responsibility. You can just allow some charismatic poet to push you forward inside of poetry or you can determine, "I am going to be a poet whose voice is individuated. I become myself." And that's really what we insist upon at Callaloo. Who are you in the landscape and because we are considering the larger landscape, we have our students consider the larger landscape. Not how can I become part of the landscape and just meld in, but simply seeing where you are and determining for yourself where you want to be and looking at the larger picture of poetics and determining what can I do to ripple this landscape. Because I think at Callaloo, we encourage you to ripple the landscape. Not just sit back and say "Oh, I'm here. I'm in a good position. This is feeling pretty good. I'm at the workshop. I made it." No. Where's your ripple? What do you want to do? I think only by discussing, asking those probing questions-and he's really good at that; he puts his thumb on it and he never lets it go-that's the only way, that for the poet in particular, to grow into their own voice.
So I am going to move away from that for just one second because I want to pull something from Jeremy yesterday. He said, "Sometimes theory doesn't go there. It is the literature that builds the canon and the poem is used as a site of intellectual inquiry." If the poem is used as a site of intellectual inquiry, the poem is also used as a site of self-inquiry. So again you've got that self that is there. I'm going to go back to the workshop at Oxford. So I tell my students you have the right to write your I. Some of them have never written a poem that wasn't about what the external world has done to black people. They have never written a poem that wasn't about the people. And let's question what "the people" is. We do that at Callaloo. I'm of several different peoples. I'm not saying racially because one for me, race is becoming a dead turn. There are several different cultures that I move within. I move within the culture of woman. I move in the culture of gender fluidity. I move in the culture of Callaloo. I move in the culture of class. I'm from the rural class. But my parents moved into the middle class. And if you were here yesterday I talked about some of the arch of my growth. But what I didn't talk about was what it is to move from being poor to suddenly not being poor. All of these things inform my work. So when I'm looking at the self, I'm actually looking at selves. So we are asking those questions because so many of my students have come through-and Gregory's students and Ravi's students and I'm sure your students-they come through and they don't have any idea that they are not black alone. And they don't have any idea that in all of the cultures that inhabit them, that the person sitting next to them who they identify as black also has all of those things in them as well. Because the thing we keep privileging over and over is the blackness in the work or the people in the work. So I'm asking and Callaloo is asking that you go inside and see who those selves are and that maybe one is not the determiner, that all of those things inform but don't determine. And that's something that I learned from Charles Rowell. And he's heard me quote this before and I am going to quote it again. In an interview with Trent Masiki in Poets & Writers, Charles Rowell basically says, "If I want to write about the fucking flowers, I'm gonna write about the fucking flowers. And that doesn't preclude my blackness." Once my students understand that, and again I'm saying mine because I get attached to them and I have no children, and so I think I attach more lately as I turn fifty, so forgive me. Our children. They're like, "We're not kids, we are grown-ups." Yeah. Ok.
So really, that development of the individual self, saying it's ok. And at that workshop because so many had not ever considered their own selves within the poem, they started to cry. I mean, and I can't even talk about it without starting to cry, they started to cry. Because they felt free to say, "I am from cultures that insist that we never say I. That would take the I from us." And it's understandable because we are one big homogenous black. It gives the false idea that it is more power. But sitting in this room yesterday, seeing all of those people who were all writing differently, that's the power. The collective did not implode and all of those individual voices are creating something that may not in the moment be able to name. But that individuation inside of the Callaloo workshop, I agree completely with Gregory, is essential to the workshop. And it's a dangerous thing to say to peoples of collective backgrounds and cultures that it's ok to individuate. You are getting a lot of push back when you're not following the herd. But I don't even think we can define the herd. We don't even know what the herd is, until we know who we are unto ourselves.
PARDLO:
The idea that the workshop, we consider the workshop a think tank. And we look at identity as a craft issue more than a socio-political issue.
FRANCIS:
It is a craft issue. Absolutely. Thank you for not turning that because that gets confused a lot because the workshops can become strongly emotional but we channel that emotion back into the writer's work. And it has to be about the writer's work and it's fine to write the collective if you know what you are doing that for. We are just suggesting not to write it blindly or because you feel that is all you should write or that's the only writing of import.
HOWARD: I guess for me in building off what Greg and Vievee talked about, one of the exercises we do that I think is really important to finding that sense of the "I" or the self is a point of view exercise that is based on Danzy Senna's triptych where she rewrote the story three ways changing cultural details of minor characters and major characters just to find how those changes in voice and culture affected everything that happens. That's been an important technique for us because sometimes we can get really rigid in the work that we have brought into that workshop. So sometimes revision becomes such a problem for a lot of writers because, like you said, you have this sense of this is who I am as a writer. The workshop can become difficult because a lot of writers have been the only person of color in their workshop and I will come back to that. But the triptych gives you a chance to-like you said, this idea of this radical individualism-make these radical shifts in this work, in these three versions, and look at them on the table. Because what happens sometimes with revision, we look at it as self-rejection. And if you have felt rejected because of maybe the culture you have been in has not been healthy for you as a writer of color, it becomes harder to reject the self. And it might feel more your personality, your rejecting the self instead of the work. So seeing all of these versions on the table I think is helpful because you might have that radical version that is not coming out of that sense of the collective. So I think it just kind of helps to see it there. And I forget the young man a couple of years ago who read a triptych. I was really wowed by it at the final reading. 
HOWARD:
Jonah! Ok then. Ok. So you have an idea. There are different versions that work differently and so we have to see them without the sense of self-rejection. I think it is important in fiction because you write a piece that you might bring to a workshop in November to apply, perhaps you are working on it again when we announce that you have gotten in in March or April. And then that summer you come and sometimes that work is so rigid because you have been working on it. It's been established so it's hard to get to that place I want to kind of peel back. One of the questions, and I think I have to go back to that point of being or having been the only black writer in the room, feeling like you are the representative of black Southern thought, you are the representative of black New York thought or culture, or you are the one Caribbean, the one writer from the African continent. And what that means when you are in the room where you have multiple variations of those voices. It's important to me as a black Southern writer to read pieces that are unknown black Southern space for me. So we can say this is not a single culture that is being presented. This is, we might be riffing on some of the same kind of source material, but the voice becomes so important. And that's one of the things we do. So, it gives you into a collective but you come out of it with all of those different voices because you are hearing echoes of things that are familiar to you but you have to hear something that is totally new. So that kind of breaks you out of this sense of a glossary that everyone has to have or a certain set of filters that we all have to have. So it has been really amazing to hear the different variations of the fiction and when people form collectives after they leave, all of the writers who might be in that space together, because they have the honesty of voices, they have the idea of being together and supporting each other-not just with the writing but also with job applications, just with the camaraderie. So you have different circles, multiple overlapping circles is important too. So that collective becomes a lot of different circles that the writers are moving in and will become important as they move forward in the craft. 
ROWELL:
It was so long ago.
LEE:
It's a blur. But one thing that was really different about that first time was that we didn't have students apply and come out from elsewhere or send in work. We just came in for a few days and sort of integrated into one professor's English class so we just talked with students who were attending Morgan State and we were guests in that way. And so we were there for several days. We did do readings one night but it really wasn't a focused workshop as such. And we went into a large English class. I think that the first time we were just finding our way. Defining what the workshop could be and figuring out what we might develop. And then I was part of the 2004 workshop at Texas A&M; Percival Everett and I were the fiction people, and Natasha Trethewey and Forrest Hamer were the poets. That was two weeks, and it was an amazing experience. We had the faculty readings at Southern University in Houston, and I think I had four or five students in my workshop.
We did a mix of exercises and workshopping of pieces both generated in the workshop and on-going work. One student came with a pretty developed novel manuscript and worked on that. Others came with fragments that they developed and revised in the workshop.
I think what characterized the workshop was devotion to writing and to black complexity and, as you were saying, we were going to be able to bring our whole selves. The fellowship and community I think we all felt and the excitement about the feeling that there was this thing that was taking off that we were a part of. It was especially exhilarating for me after I had been teaching at MIT for I guess nine years and there the humanities are just inherently marginal to the place because it is a science and engineering school and they never really forget that. And there are so few black people there, especially back in 2004. There were so few people of color even, both in my colleagues and students. And also the kind of students we have at MIT, though they're interesting and smart and have great imaginative intelligence, that hasn't really been applied to literature so much. And they are not used to looking within at their life experiences and identities. And they are not used to looking at the social and political contexts of our lives either, so this was really great, it's challenging. It cuts different ways teaching there. I have been there for twenty-one years now. So the other thing that was going on was I had just started volunteering in prisons and that had been a really profound life changing experience that put me in touch with the urgency and the power of words and stories. There writing is a lifeline and that prison teaching, once I started doing that, it felt much harder to teach at MIT. I went through a phase where I had to reconcile those two things. There's a certain difference, I think, among these very privileged scientists and engineers being formed and informed at MIT.
So then I have this Callaloo workshop and it felt like a real oasis, I think. I really cherished that experience and I think the community, it felt like a community of us there. We were united by a kinship and by our blackness and by our hunger to think about and talk about and develop and share our stories with each other. I think there was an excitement, a feeling of safety, a relief from that scrutiny that we feel, I think, as black people and relief from that burden to justify and explain ourselves and our experiences and our histories and I feel that weight all of the time. So there was a lightness and an exhilaration to it. Although people were taking on topics that were serious. So there's that sense of safety, like here: you are in this space where you can be yourself along with the intellectual and humanistic challenge that happens in the best workshops. So I remember the students were very serious and committed. I think especially the poetry students. I don't know whether that remains true but at least in that early workshop. The student reading was really a wonderful celebration, and I remember being so struck by the talent in the room, and it felt like a kind of blossoming.
So, it was really an inspiring experience, and we also did some serious hanging out, I have to say, in the evenings. That was a good part of it, too. Alas my son was then just five, and being a single mother, I found it too hard to be away from him for two weeks, and my mom, who's now ninetiy-one, but even then couldn't really manage taking care of him, so I wasn't able to return and I have told Charles now that my son is a senior in high school and will soon be out of the house, I hope I can return at some point to the Callaloo workshops.
PARDLO: I had a question as you were talking. So we are used to saying black people, like our blackness. How do we account for the fact that so many of our cohorts have at least one or two people who do not in any way identify as black? LEE: That wasn't true at the workshop. FRANCIS: Callaloo differs from some of the other workshops in that it is an open workshop and maybe the language would be "Callaloo is open to those of the African diaspora and those in conversation with the African diaspora," and this is the first age in American poetics where all of us are at the table. Every one of us is at the table at this juncture. And it has never happened in American poetics before. So for some of you who are in your thirties, it's a generational thing. This is the watermark, and I think Callaloo is able to leap that watermark because one, Charles is only twenty-four, he just celebrated his 24th birthday last week, and two, because the workshop has expanded overseas which cuts any African Americanist which could not have been said twenty years ago. We couldn't even think of those terms. When we are speaking in terms of blackness, I will use another example from the Oxford workshop, I can't remember if it was the first or second Oxford workshop, but people were coming in from islands in the Caribbean where the Prime Minister is black, where everybody is of color, where there is a good deal of agency. And for about three of them it was their first trip to the UK and they had never experienced some of the things they experienced. So getting on the bus and having people look at you because you are dressed differently. I would say in the town of Oxford, people are dressed pretty . . . umm . . . they're restrained [Laughter] . So in workshops we were discussing it. I felt a little uncomfortable here, I felt a little uncomfortable there . . . and finally one of the workshop students said, "Well, this is difficult, and I thought African Americans were just whining. But if you have to go through anything worse than this and you have to go through it daily," and again, he started to cry. "And if you have to go through this, I understand now." And my students who were from the Caribbean, they were saying, "Oh no, we get it now." And the African Americans were unaware that they were thought of as angry whiners. They were like, what? Angry whiners?
PARDLO: Unaccustomed to checking our own privilege.
FRANCIS:
So there's kind of a cross-cultural, transatlantic understanding of each other. There's not the assumption because we are all black, we all get each other anymore. And so as we begin to examine our own differences and where we intersect with other peoples truly, not just using the phrase pan-African but actually seeing, at this juncture, what that means on the micro-level. I think that automatically leaves an opening in our conversations with those who are not of the African Diaspora. And we have had several students from the Kundiman conference, the Asian American conference, come in as participants at Callaloo, and one student in particular was dealing with the shame of having something negative with an Asian American at large and feeling like it's part you. That you are a part of it. And certainly African Americans feel that way, you know, when somebody commits a crime and the first thought is God I hope they are not black. So who better to help with that understanding? And certainly she was deeply embraced and understood and was able to write extraordinary work in the conversation, in the interaction. So there's a kind of exchange happening not just at Callaloo but across the country. These are new exchanges. They're happening in the MFA programs as well. But it's not happening anywhere, I don't think, as strongly and as powerfully as it is happening at Callaloo. Did I answer that question?
AVANT: I think this is a good point to hear from our respondents, so we will have the speakers exchange seats.
[Applause] For our respondents we have, and I am delighted to have them-these are friends-Desiree Bailey, Ama Codjoe, Jeremy Clark, and Jonterri Gadson. And not to bogart you all's responses, if you could at some point sort of talk to trajectory and camaraderie post-or during your association with the Callaloo Creative Writing Workshop. And you all don't have to go in order.
BAILEY:
Well, hello. Good morning. Before I get to Jerriod's question-one thing that really stood out while we were having this conversation is interrogating the different kinds of blacknesses that we encounter in ourselves and our communities but also clearly in the workshop. Because I think the structure of Callaloo is very much a reflection of the way that the communities that I have been in really function, and what I realized when I got to Callaloo was that there is this deeper questioning that I didn't necessarily experience in my MFA. I was part of the fiction cohort at Callaloo. Actually my MFA was at Brown, and then I was in the Callaloo program that happened at Brown. So it was this interesting kind of collapsing, and I was really forced to interrogate how those two programs were sideby-side and what I noticed was that I think sometimes in the MFA, in my MFA, I was the only black person and that's not a badge at all but shameful actually. That there's this, I think, fear of really contending with the material that the black writer brings to the table, and it's not because people are unwilling. I was lucky enough to have a cohort that was very generous, very open minded. But at the same time I think because of the particular tint of race in this country, people are very fearful and they feel as if they are tiptoeing and what ended up happening was that there was this surface level look at what I was bringing especially since often times there are these political questions in my work. So there was this gratefulness that I was raising these questions, but in terms of "how are these characters working here?" that happened but not on the same level as it was addressed in Callaloo. For instance, just to use an example, there's an instance where one of the characters is killed and there's the grieving process and the funeral and the questions that came up at Callaloo as opposed to MFA was, "Ok, is this enough of a grieving process or is this a way that it would happen in this particular culture?" "Where is the community in this? Why are they grieving alone?" So I think there were these things that felt not only natural to the participants at Callaloo but also this kind of fearlessness to approach those questions whereas in the MFA there was adherence to a kind of political correctness which is not-I don't want to say that I'm opposed to it-but again, it's this tentativeness that really stood as a barrier in my work. So, what I really appreciated at Callaloo was that I didn't have to worry about my guilt and how that prevented my readers and myself from really breaking apart and getting deeper into the work.
CLARK: I want to add my own radical thing. So we have talked about radical individualism and radical normativity. But on the way here, I was thinking about the ways in which Callaloo really promotes this idea of radical vulnerability. For the record, that is mine. I came up with it on the One Train.
[Laughter] What I mean by that is, Vievee was talking about not looking over one's shoulder in terms of finding permission. So, being vulnerable enough to step away from the herd and to live in that space which is uncomfortable. For me, Callaloo was really about detaching from the comfortable and using the discomfort as a source of strength. Vulnerability felt to me powerless at first because, you know, it's my voice and it felt so small. But to fully inhabit that and get used to that over time, right, it becomes powerful as I feel myself working against the field, with the field, in the field. So that's really what I was thinking about in terms of radical vulnerability.
I think what also contributed to that, what I didn't consider while I was there, was how at Callaloo, Greg and Vievee were like, "You didn't come here to spend time with us. You came here to spend time with your cohort." So after workshop was over, they would just disappear. If we needed them they would be there for us, but they wanted us to go to each other. So after we would have these workshop experiences where we were so vulnerable and felt exposed, it forced me to then be further vulnerable, to go to these people that I did not really know and say, "I need you in this moment." And when we are thinking about camaraderie, that camaraderie is then built organically in the space in such a way that when you leave Callaloo, it's so strange to go back to the real world because you realize that you actually aren't that vulnerable with anyone and you don't have those connections with anyone. Which was so frightening. I was twenty-four when I went to Callaloo, two years ago, and I just thought, "I've been living wrong." [Laughter] I know that sounds crazy but that's really how I felt. I felt like I had to recalibrate what it means to be vulnerable, what it means to be connected. I need to recalibrate that because my ideas are different now. And then it also became important to maintain those relationships outside of Callaloo. Desiree, Ama-[points to audience] Isaac's here. There were many people who were there in that year who I have continued to stay in touch with, who I have close relationships with. And I think it speaks a lot to the power of that space that no matter-I mean, we have all lived in separate cities at some point and still find each other. And I also have to say, gratitude to Greg and Vievee because it was at Callaloo that they were like, "You should get an MFA. You should go and do this thing." So now I am in this MFA space which is nothing like Callaloo. Nothing. I go to Rutgers-Newark and I love my program. But like Vievee says, there are questions you can't ask. But, there was someone here yesterday that was asking how Callaloo carries forward into the world. And I think, I push into my MFA space with that spirit of going beyond the craft or going beyond the technical and asking these questions even though I know that someone might be like, "We're not supposed to talk about that." This is more important than your diction. This is something deeper, I want to talk about you and I want to talk about why you want to write this poem. And so I think going to Callaloo before doing my MFA oriented me to make this MFA experience even deeper and more enriching for myself. And I hope that I am doing the work for other people that they appreciate, that even if in the moment they're like, "Fuck this. This isn't what I came here for." CODJOE: My name is Ama Codjoe and I'm a poet. So, the workshop structure is that you spend one week with one instructor and then switch to the other. The summer I did Callaloo two years ago, I started with Gregory, and he's all about the emotional work and how that relates to what's happening on the page. I learned that I have to pay attention to my emotional life in service to my poems. And that if I don't, my poems are going be boring and not really useful. I have to risk if I want to write good work and contribute to the field of poetry. And I think Vievee brings this idea of the larger field and the idea that we are entering into a conversation that has already begun. She often uses the word "lateral" in terms of relationships in the workshop. She often told us not to worry about the vertical: "Don't try to get to know me or Gregory so well. This is your cohort and look at who they are." FRANCIS: Because they are amazing. CODJOE: They are. Vievee was very explicit about that expectation, which I thought was really helpful. She also did a great job of naming elements of craft that I didn't have the language for at the time. When I think of their mentorship, the generosity that they both demonstrated-and I'm sure it's true for the fiction faculty as well-to give us time, to read our manuscripts, to read our poems, to talk about our work, to conference with us. I left Vievee's conference with me-I cried the whole two weeks, so I was definitely crying-but I was also walking down the street and literally saying out loud, "I am a poet. I am a poet." I think about it as this indestructible gift they gave me because it's a kind of confidence in myself as a poet that no one can take away. It's not like they gave me something that wasn't there, but there was kind of a peeling away in order for me to see it for myself.
And then I was really inspired to want to study more and decided to get my MFA. Gregory was one of the first people I told when I got into NYU. Then ten minutes later, I emailed Vievee, and she's like, "I know, Gregory told me." And their relationship-you saw it up here-is very brotherly-sisterly, it's another model. So it's just all of these ways of being in the field of poetry that we get from the Callaloo workshop experience.
I guess the last thing I will say is about sympathetic joy, this idea that we celebrate one another. Post-workshop, we are there for one another not only for the hard times but to be able to say, "Congratulations on that gorgeous book." To have that kind of celebration of who you are as a black person-for me that's celebrating my life which is not always celebrated or affirmed in the world. It's really important that we're able to do that for each other.
GADSON:
I'll start with the thing that was most interesting when you guys talked about the collective and black people writing. The collective in the we versus the not I, and for me when I heard that just now, I feel like my we that I was writing was not, or the we that I was protecting was not the collective of black people but my we was family that you have to protect. You are not allowed to be an I outside of the family. Protect the family at the expense of its children or its child. So being at Callaloo was the first time that I was an I outside of this family I was trying to protect. And I felt very safe being able to do that, which was a big revolution in my own life. Because first doing it on the page and then fighting back out loud, like "I am this. I need this." So that really happened for me at Callaloo and I am grateful because I do feel that I was trying to write myself into the black collective as somebody who grew up in Idaho, rural. It was more of a collective family. I love that term radical vulnerability. I think that was it right there. I think Callaloo lowered my tolerance for poems about nothing. I also think, as far as the camaraderie there, I developed my work hard, play hard philosophy at Callaloo and continued it because the poets my year, which we were there first year together. I know the fiction people were in awe of how hard we were going socially.
[Laughter] The workshop would get out at 4 o'clock. There was a bar right next door and that's where we would drink until whenever.
FRANCIS: I was not there. [Laughter]
GADSON: It was that hard work. And then we partied just as hard. And now, that's how I live my life.
[Laughter] And I think that's ok if I'm going to have that fearlessness that's developed at Callaloo which I think has helped in my career, and of course in my own writing and hopefully that when people connect with my work they are connected with that fearlessness and hopefully becoming less fearful themselves to be vulnerable. For instance after Callaloo, it is harder to go back to the real world. I was on video conferences for weeks with people who were just like "I can't. I don't want to adjust. I don't know how to adjust." So we stayed in close contact. I even had a writing partner. We would meet online. So all of that on video chat, Zakia [Henderson-Brown] and I would continue to write for I don't know how long, every other week, sending each other poems and getting on video chat. Yeah.
FRANCIS:
Can we respond to the respondents?
AVANT: Yeah [Laughter]
FRANCIS: For some clarity, yes Callaloo is what I would consider to be lateral. And that's another difference between ourselves and other workshops. We are a lateral workshop. Dr. Rowell has discovered, nurtured, encouraged, and kept a platform for poets as they move through their art and growth. He doesn't give into star worship, and he doesn't want the students to develop star worship. And I think that Ravi, myself, and Greg, Charles has allowed us to continue to work together for some years so he shifted. Again speaking to Dr. Rowell's vision, he flexes as the need arises. And he saw a need to keep a core group and he made a core group. And inside it, we keep a lateral workshop, which means we don't want the students to come in and say "Oh, Callaloo, there's Gregory, he's got a Pulitzer. I've got to get to know him," or "There's Vievee, she's had a couple of things, I gotta get to know her," and "There's Ravi, did you read that novel by Ravi?" We don't want that. We want you to see our camaraderie and we want you to develop it for yourselves and to not have that "I'm going to move through this field by climbing up" in that kind of way that I see in so many workshops. It disturbs me. Those who know me know it really disturbs me. But when we watch each consecutive group at Callaloo, we see the way you all are vulnerable to each other. We want you to have that kind of radical vulnerability. As your instructors, we have a certain amount of power. There is a power differential. I don't want that taken advantage of. So knowing that you all are opening up, it's important that you care for each other and we talk about that, and that we give you the space and the time to develop that. Ravi insists that you bond with each other. I think that we are a lateral workshop. I think it does help. No workshop is entirely safe. But I think that it does help. Safety in a workshop, safety for the faculty or the workshop leaders and safety for the participants.
And the other thing I wanted to say is-because I think Charles is quite the visionary-the workshops are expanding and moving and growing and if you really look at it, we are following the slave routes and we are opening up sites. He knows he's doing this. He's too humble. I wish he was not. But he's opening up sites to speak along the slave routes. And those who initially, when the expansion started, started saying "you're colonizing it." Colonizing it? That's insane. Those same people, it shut them down. They know this is not real. The workshops have different emphasis in different places. But it's really those workshops are helping with this transatlantic conversation. And the largest platform for poetics in the world is in the US. So those outside of the US, if they have a platform here, it may actually help them when they are trying to publish at home. Some of you have been to a workshop in England or in Barbados and the US so some of those coteries are moving across the ocean in these beautiful ways. Those sites where blacks were not allowed to speak, now, oh, you can't stop us from speaking at all.
So I wanted to talk just a second about Callaloo's expansion and helping with these coteries and I use "coteries" in the best sense and the most wonderful sense. And I do feel that my colleagues are my own coterie. I trust them, I value them. And I trust the coteries at Callaloo. In the time I have worked there, I have not seen one participant who has broken your codes with each other. That's unbelievable considering how many, at least not since in the term I have been there, and again it changes what I think-we build upon what you all created. You created a foundation powerful enough for us to build on it. If that foundation were not strong, it would have collapsed. So the foundation was already there to grow and build and flex. Does that make sense? LEE: As I listen to everybody I recognize my own poverty because I didn't get an MFA and I didn't have a workshop like this. And writing is so hard. The vagaries of the publishing world are so painful. I mostly, at this point of my life, late fifties, feel that it's a solitary. I feel isolated and it's a really hard struggle and then as people get older and they have families, they are less able to connect and less energy to connect. You should really cherish, I mean both the workshop leaders and the students. It's really unusual and I wish I had a path for feeling this expression.
AVANT: Desiree mentioned this very non-badge of being the only black person in an MFA program. I was at a small university at Louisville, Kentucky, and I remember one day in a workshop. I believe the workshop forces probably every workshop participant to make a very hard decision. And I remember in one workshop I was writing about church and my mother being on the mother board. And someone asked me does your faith and your allegiance lie more heavily with your mother or with the church? And so they gave me a list of questions in which to probe and write to and ask myself. And it's hard work to do and I wonder if any of the participants can speak to having to make the decision to really go forth and really do that hard work that Callaloo required or what their decision process was like or from a workshop leader who witnessed that from a group.
GADSON:
Yes. I just remembered this. It was the exercise Vievee gave and it was where we had to, you paired us up, told us who we were going to be with and we had to stare at somebody's face and sit face-to-face for I don't know how long. It felt like twenty minutes.
FRANCIS: Five minutes. [Laughter]
GADSON: Whatever. It was an hour. But it was weird because, ok five minutes. So, in the first it's hard looking at each other's eyes, looking at each other's faces. And at first, it's about them and then it's not about them anymore. I stopped seeing her. What was her name? Zahra [Gordon] . Yeah. First you see her face. Then you see a face. Like this is a face. And then I saw my mother's face. It was crazy. And I think that level of vulnerability, whatever walls you have, came down in that five minutes that felt like an hour. So I think that was a big deal. I think that really helped me be able to say some things I was terrified of saying.
CLARK: I will never forget. I had Greg my first week and there was this really long conversation in the workshop about how I had brought in poems that weren't about anything. I was writing poems that were about nothing. That I thought were really smart. I had a lot of ideas. I had so many ideas. Greg would ask me these personal questions and I would just respond with ideas. I don't know how he did this, but somehow he figured out that I had this thing with my father, right. There, I don't know my father. I hadn't known my father. And I will also say that coming out of the workshop, I came out with a poem exercise but also Greg was like-because it came up that I knew where my father lived-"More importantly than these poems, you actually need to go and find your father. Talk to him." So in a way Callaloo was much more than poetry for me. It was this other thing, too. But Greg was like, you've got to write this contrapuntal in your voice and then in your father's voice. And what I think it did was get me out of this intellectual space because I was so obsessed with making the form work that I just ended up saying something. I wrote that poem and then after I left Callaloo I went home, and for the next two months, wrote all the poems for my MFA application because I had this concern. This thing that I had never discussed. It was never discussed in my family. It was never something that I thought mattered. But what was interesting about it too was how quickly it led to other concerns. Like what Jerriod is talking about. It became less about "I don't know my father" and more about "whoa, what do I know about my family? What's going on in my family in the wake of not knowing my father?" So it was this breadcrumb trail of concerns that was planted there, that I am still wrestling with in my MFA experience, that I couldn't have gotten to without that first poem.
CODJOE:
The nothing poem. I had a nothing poem.
[Laughter] I think Greg was like, "There are no bodies in your poem. Where are the people?" And I thought I was writing about people. So the question became: How can something like metaphor, simile, or persona actually be revealing and not a way to distance myself from the emotional work? But yeah, I needed to write about people. That's what I started trying to do.
BAILEY:
For me it was actually Ravi's triptych exercise that cracked me open and cracked my writing open in a way that I wasn't necessarily prepared for but absolutely needed that to happen. Like so many people, I write poetry and fiction and I started in poetry first and then moved to fiction but moving between so not choosing one over the other. In retrospect, I see that one of the reasons I went to fiction was so that I could hide and so that I didn't have to use the "I" voice and I could say this is the character explaining this really difficult history of my family or things that happened. The triptych exercise forced me to really dig into different perspectives of the same situation and the same people, but in this kind of multi-layered voice. And I think one of the things that the exercise forced me to think about was to really get into the head and the body, the physicality of a person that I think of as a monster. And so I think the way that I was writing, it just didn't serve the story to not really interrogate the psychology of this person. There are so many things that I had to contend with, but that exercise really not only for that moment showed me a path but also in my writing after that. So triptych exercise everyone. I recommend it.
